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Question No: 1 
Which three are true statements about Absence and Payroll integration? 
A. The Absence Element Template creates all of the attributes required to process absences through payroll. 
B. The options available for configuration vary depending on the legislation chosen when creating absence 
plans. 
C. The setup required in payroll may vary depending on payroll localization. 
D. The options available for configuration are the same for all the legislations when creating absence plans. 
Answer: A,B,C 
 
Question No: 2 
What are the tasks that you need to perform to create an absence element to integrate with Payroll? 
A. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual 
liability and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, submit the element, and 
create element eligibility records and cost distributions. 
B. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual 
liability and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, and create element eligibility 
records and cost distributions. 
C. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual 
liability and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, submit the element, select 
costing type, and create element eligibility records and cost distributions. 
D. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual 
liability and balance payment questions (only if you transfer accrual balances), complete absence payment 
questions, submit the element, and create element eligibility records and cost distributions. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 3 
An absence type with UoM Days and a Conversion formula is linked to an accrual plan with UoM Days and a 
Conversion formula. An employee who has a work schedule attached at the Legal Employer level and at the 
Assignment level records an absence. 
How is absence entry duration calculated? 
A. based on the conversation formula assigned to the absence type 
B. based on the conversion formula assigned to the absence plan 
C. based on the work schedule assigned at the Assignment level 
D. based on the work schedule assigned at the Legal Employer level 
E. the difference in number of days between the absence start and end dates 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 4 
You need absence management to integrate with Fusion Payroll. 
What should you set up in Absences to implement this? 
A. Within the Absence Type, select and add an Absence Plan, and enable display features for the “Transfer 



absence payment information for payroll processing” and define the Element use for this integration. 
B. Within the Absence Plan, define all the rate rules for Absence Payment, Final Balance Payment, 
Disbursement, and Liability booking, 
C. Within the Absence Plan, select the “discretionary disbursements of accrual balance” check box and define 
the rate rules for Disbursement. Select the “Transfer absence payment information for payroll processing” 
check box. 
D. Within the Absence Plan, select the “Transfer absence payment information for payroll processing” check 
box and define the Element use for this integration. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 5 
Which job configuration parameter lets you control the number of ESS job threads that should run for a job 
submission? 
A. Multithread size 
B. Thread count 
C. Thread size 
D. Total threads 
E. Maximum threads 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 6 
Your customer wants a worker to submit a medical certificate to record an absence for a long-term illness. 
How do you accomplish this? 
A. Create a certification requirement using the Manage Action Items task and attach it to the absence type. 
B. Create a certification requirement using the Manage Absence Certifications task and attach it to the absence 
type. 
C. Manage Action Items by linking appropriate display features. 
D. Create a certification requirement using the Manage Action Certification Items task and attach it to the 
absence type. 
E. Create Action Items from the Manage Absence Records task and attach it to the absence type. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 7 
A customer set up the certification requirement for an absence. After scheduling the absence for a subordinate, 
the line manager wants to add a certification requirement as an action item, but is unable to do it. 
Identify the reason for this. 
A. Only workers can add the certification requirement, on demand, as an action item when they schedule an 
absence. 
B. You can add the certification requirement to appear as an action item only during the manual absence 
enrollment process. 
C. Line managers can configure the certification requirement to appear as an action item after completion of 
the absence. 
D. Only HR Specialists can add the certification requirement, on demand, as an action item when they schedule 
an absence. 



E. Line managers can add the certification requirement, on demand, as an action item when they approve the 
absence. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 8 
An employee is enrolled in the following accrual plans, both of which are linked to the same absence type: 
Floating Holiday – Priority 100 – (Balance = 2 days), no negative balance allowed. 
Vacation – Priority 200 – (Balance = 3 days), negative balance allowed with a limit of 2 days. Describe how a 
7-day absence will be processed using this absence plan setup. 
A. Decrease Floating Holiday balance by 2 days and Vacation balance by 5 days. 
B. Decrease Vacation balance by 5 days and Floating Holiday balance by 2 days. 
C. Decrease Floating Holiday balance by 2 days and Vacation balance by 2 days. 
D. Decrease Vacation balance by 3 days and Floating Holiday balance by 2 days. 
E. Decrease Floating Holiday balance by 2 days and Vacation balance by 3 days. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 9 
The accrual balance of a worker at the end of an accrual term is 7 days. The carryover limit for the plan is 5 
days. The carryover expiry is set to 3 months. The worker has taken 1.5 days of vacation in the first month of 
the new term. The repeating period of this incremental accrual plan has a Monthly frequency and the accrual 
granted during each period is 1.5 days. 
What is the accrual balance at the end of the 6th month in this new term? 
A. 12.5 
B. 11 
C. 10.5 
D. 7.5 
E. 9 
Answer: E 
 
Question No: 10 
Which four statements about discretionary balance disbursements are false? 
A. After you perform a balance disbursement, it goes through approval. 
B. Employees can perform balance disbursements through self-service. 
C. You can perform balance disbursements for accrual plans only. 
D. Managers can perform balance disbursements through self-service. 
E. Administrators can perform balance disbursements through administrative tasks. 
F. You can perform balance disbursements for all types of absence plans. 
Answer: A,B,D,E 
 
Question No: 11 
Select two correct return variables for the Global Absence Plan Entitlement formula. 
A. BAND1QUALIFICATION 
B. BAND1ENTITLEMENT 
C. BAND1PAYFACTOR 



D. BAND1PAYPERCENTAGE 
Answer: B D 
 
Question No: 12 
Your customer has a requirement where the rate to be used for converting the accrual units to the required  
units for payroll processing is based on the years of service of the worker. If the length of service is between 
0 to 1 years, then the rate to be used for multiplying is 1. If the length of service is between 1 to 2 years, the 
rate to be used is 2 and so on. The customer has configured rate definitions for each of these rates individually. 
You are asked to compose a fast formula that determines the length of service of the worker and dynamically 
uses the correct rate multiplier for rate calculation. The customer has created a rate definition by the name of 
“5YEAR RATE” which has the required rate multiplier value of “5” and a rate_id of “31000931415151”. 
What value should your Global Plan Use Rate formula return for a worker who has 4.3 years of service to 
ensure that the right converted value is finally sent to payroll? 
A. 31000931415151 
B. 5 
C. 5 YEAR RATE 
D. Multiply accrual by 5 and return final value 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 13 
Which three statements are correct about absence types? 
A. Group absences that are handled together for reporting, accrual and compensation calculations. 
B. Include rules to enforce when users record or manage an absence of that type. 
C. Control the appearance of user interfaces. 
D. Define absence payment information to transfer for payroll processing. 
E. Define waiting period for newly enrolled workers. 
F. Determine the type of adjustments Human Resources specialists can make during maintenance of absence 
records. 
Answer: A,B,C 
 
Question No: 14 
What is the difference between an absence type and an absence plan? 
A. Absence types are used to record absence entries whereas absence plans are used to grant and deduct 
entitlements. 
B. Absence types can be seen only by employees whereas absence plans can be seen only by administrators. 
C. Absence types can be grouped under Absence Reasons whereas absence plans are grouped under absence 
categories. 
D. Absence types are linked to payroll elements whereas absence plans only calculate entitlements. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 15 
A customer requires their administrator to enter the paternity leave for their employees. Paternity leave can 
only be entered if an employee hasn’t taken an absence called special absence in the previous 30 days of the 
paternity leave start date. The customer requires also that this paternity leave absence is only available for the 




